TWO SINGULAR SHOWS AT BENNINGTON'S USDAN GALLERY IN MARCH

Two shows will run concurrently from March 12 through April 4 at the Usdan Gallery on the Bennington College campus.

Crossovers: Artists in Two Mediums will exhibit the work of 15 prominent, principally New York artists. Primarily focused on painting, this exhibition will feature works in two different mediums by each artist. Sculpture, woodcuts, etchings, pastels and drawing will be included, enabling viewers to compare each artist's vision in different modes. Stylistically also the work in the show crosses over, from figurative expressionism to geometric abstraction.

Among the exhibitors are Jennifer Bartlett, Richard Bosman, David Humphrey, Stuart Diamond, Mary Frank, Sonia Gechtoff, Anne Truitt and Burgoyne Diller.

Steel Sculptures and Related Drawings is the first one-man show for Chris Duncan, teaching assistant in the Bennington Art Division. He describes this current work as "frontal and linear, activating space through the drawn qualities of the steel." In the past year Duncan's work was shown in New York at City Hall Park, The Federal Courthouse, and Performance Space/P.S. 122.

There will be a reception preview from 6:00 to 9:00 P.M., March 12. Regular gallery hours are 1:00-5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.